XINOLA
NATURAL SPA BY
GREENLAND BUBBLE GLAMPING

MASSAGES
BAMBOO THERAPY
Bamboo Therapy is a millenary technique. When the bamboo cane enters
in contact with your body, you will feel a deep sensation of relaxation and
wellbeing. Bamboo is used to roll and knead the tissue to help alleviate
muscle tension and general aches and pains.
Depending on your necessity, the pressure can be adjusted to achieve
a decontracting massage.
Duration

Price

30 min

40 USD

60 min

70 USD

90 min

95 USD

FOUR HANDS
Two masseurs in perfect synchronisation to transport you in another
dimension. An incredible and extraordinary experience, that you will
never forget!
Duration

Price

30 min

60 USD

60 min

90 USD

FACIAL MASSAGE
BAMBOO THERAPY
WITH MARACUYÁ OIL
With this treatment, we liberate the energetic
points using the bamboo tip to put in action the
point of pressure. The use of pure maracuyá oil,
a strong antioxidant and rich in vitamin C, will
help regenerate the skin damaged by the sun
and considerably reduce wrinkles. (45min)

Duration

Price

45 min

60 USD

BODY
TREATMENTS
ALOE VERA BODY WRAP
AND HAIR MASK WITH
MARACUYÁ OIL
Aloe Vera is known for its incredible healing skin properties.
It is a natural antiseptic. Perfect to cure injury and burn,
regenerating skin cells by a deep hydration.
The Wrap helps the active substance penetrate in depth.
The Maracuyá is excellent for hair nutrition and hydration.
It will revitalize your hair, glow it and help it grow.
The results: your skin and hair will be totally regenerated, a
clear mind and a rested face. Through this body wrap, a neck
and head massage you will live an experience of total
disconnection.

Duration

Price

30 min

50 USD

BODY EXFOLIATION
WITH DRY BRUSH
The Dry brushing technique is really efﬁcient to allow a total
skin exfoliation, it will slough away dead skin leaving it
smoother. This technique improves the blood circulation and
activate lymphatic system stimulation, reducing considerably
cellulite appearance.
Duration

Price

30 min

50 USD

RELAXATION MASSAGE
With this treatment made with in-house products,
you will feel a complete relaxation of your mind and body.
Duration

Price

30 min

35 USD

60 min

60 USD

DEEP MASSAGE
All your muscle soreness and strain will
be completely freed up of stress.
Duration

Price

30 min

35 USD

60 min

60 USD

SPA ETIQUETTE
Our spa environment is one of relaxation and tranquility. Please contribute
to this serenity by speaking in soft tones or enjoying the quiet. Please
respect all spa guest's right to privacy and refrain from the use of mobile
phones, pagers and cameras during your time with us. Xinola Spa is a
smoke-free zone. We encourage you to arrive 10 minutes prior to your
appointment to begin to enjoy the experience. Our staff will be happy to
assist with any recommendations based on your chosen treatments.
We do recommend that you refrain from bringing any valuables to the spa.
After your treatment concludes, our relaxation space is the ideal place to
continue its beneﬁts. Rest and relaxation and take the time to reﬂect on your
experience.
HOURS OF OPERATION
The spa is open daily from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM.
RESERVATIONS
To book an appointment, please contact the Greenland Bubble reception.
Xinola Spa welcomes both resident and non-resident guests aged 16 and
older. Non-resident bookings will be secured with a credit card. To ensure
your preferred time and services are available, advanced booking is advised.
The spa accommodates walk-in bookings based on availability.
HEALTH CONCERNS
When making your spa reservation, please advise us of any health
conditions, allergies, or injuries that could affect your service. We make your
comfort and safety a priority, we provide a service customized to your needs.
Please allow our spa staff to guide you in selecting the treatments most
suitable for you during this special time.
LATENESS AND CANCELLATION POLICY
Please understand that your late arrival may result in a reduction of
treatment time as a courtesy to our next guest. We kindly ask our guests to
give a minimum of 4 hours notice for changes or cancellations. With fewer
than 4 hours notice you will be charged for 50% of your treatment.

